Commercial Aviation

Jeppesen Ops Control
Supports fast and cost-efficient decisions on the day of operations.
Ops Control is a complete aircraft movement management system, allowing operations center managers to
proactively manage the flight schedule and aircraft assignments on the day of operation.
It is fully integrated with Crew Tracking, providing users with the full view - in one system.
See what we can do for your operation
ee Detect critical problems early through alerting.
ee Quickly review multiple recovery options with cost analysis.
ee Management by exception and automation enable users
to focus on the day’s most important issues.
ee Spend less time managing routine tasks.

Key product features
ee Schedule manager: Easily make changes to the schedule on
the day of operations.
ee Alert monitor: See down-line impacts and address a disruption
before it happens.
Ops Control is a powerful day of operations tool, providing users with the full view.

Management by exception

ee Aircraft recover solver: Simulate and choose the best option.
ee Custom prioritization: Prioritize based on your business rules,
customizable user interface and reports.

Your operation moves and changes quickly. When a change happens,
you need to quickly pivot and react in order to keep operations
running smoothly. To help you focus on the most critical issues,
we offer management by exception through our alert monitor. As
soon as there is an issue you need to address, an alert will warn
you. If there are no alerts, you can feel confident your operation is
running smoothly.

Manage disruptions
Quickly recover from major and minor disruptions by using the
recovery optimizer, included in Ops Control, which rapidly provides
you with a variety of high-quality recovery options for any kind of
disruption, such as an AOG (aircraft on the ground) or a weather
event. The system will allow you to retain maximum service levels
by recovering from disruptions as quickly as possible, with minimum
impact to your operations.

Your airline, your rules

An alert monitor makes it fast and easy for users to spot problematic flights.

No two airlines are exactly the same. With Ops Control, you can
configure our system with your business rules and KPIs. Easily
visualize operational costs and how they differ with every change.

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about Jeppesen Ops Control, visit jeppesen.com/fleet.
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